AGENDA

1. Call to Order
   i. Roll Call
   ii. Welcome
   iii. Moment of Silence
2. Approval of Minutes
3. Old Business
   i. Article IV of the LMO Draft (current LMO Chapter 6) covering zoning districts
      and district dimensional standards
4. New Business
   i. Update:
      • Article IX of the LMO Draft (current LMO Chapter 9) covering nonconformity
        provisions
      • Article VI of the LMO Draft (portions of current LMO Chapter 7) covering
        supplemental zoning standards
   ii. Scoping Questions
      • Article VIII of the LMO Draft (current Article within Chapter 5 of existing
        LMO) covering signage
5. Public Comments- General
6. Commissioner Questions and Comments
7. Adjournment